FURTHER
MATHS
COURSE OVERVIEW
This A-level is examined through four end of
year examinations.
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Mr N Hobbs
EXAM BOARD: Edexcel

‘Mathematics is a great
subject that combines well
with almost anything. The teachers
are really friendly and always
there to provide an explanation
and support.’
Year 13 Student

If you select this option it is likely that you will be wanting
to study Engineering, Mathematics, Physics or Computer
Science at university. However, many students study this
option and pursue entirely different degree courses.
This is a second A-level in the subject and must be taken
with A-level maths. Both these subjects are taught over a
two year period, but this option will count as two A-levels
(along with ordinary maths). You will receive double the
amount of maths lessons as you are studying two A-levels
in the subject.
As with ordinary A-level Maths, techniques and methods

Future Study Options
and Career Pathways
There are a wide range of careers
in which mathematics can play
a dominant role.
Some of these include:
 Accountancy
 Banking
 Technology
 Medical science
 Meteorology
 Engineering
 Teaching
 Civil service
 Research and the armed forces

within the subject are developed further as well as introducing new
aspects of the subject.
The area of Pure Maths is especially developed to a higher level.
Part of the syllabus allows optional choices, which will be decided
as the syllabus progresses and tailored to the strengths of
the group.
With the subject now being studied in such detail, a growing
awareness of Maths as a powerful tool of analysis and
sophistication becomes apparent. This covers a wide diversity such
as scientific modelling to detailed statistical analysis.

Extended Learning
Opportunities
for this Course
The department subscribes to two major
‘online’ resources which offer
comprehensive coverage of the syllabus
and provides a source of additional
notes, lessons, examples and questions.
Other opportunities include entrance for
the Senior Maths Challenge, becoming
a member of the school team for the
national Senior Maths Team Challenge,
and an opportunity to attend the annual
Maths Inspiration lectures in
Manchester.
A variety of universities offer
residential courses in the lower sixth
for a student wishing to gain insight to
studying the subject at university.
With an increased understanding in the
subject it opens an increasing insight
into modern applications of
mathematics via reading, internet
research and lectures.

‘The skills I have learnt in
maths have helped me in my
other subjects.’
Year 13 Student.

CURRENT STUDENTS OF THIS SUBJECT
It would be expected that the students who study further
mathematics would have other science subjects dominating
their timetables. Obviously there are students who will also be
studying Physics, Chemistry or Biology. However there is a
very surprising richness in other subjects being studied at Alevel and these include French, Spanish, History, Art, English
Literature and Physical Education.

‘The range of maths covered in the different topic areas
has made me realise how versatile maths is.’
Year 13 Student.
‘If you love maths you should definitely consider doing
further maths. It builds on everything you do in normal
maths, but adds new and interesting concepts.’
2019 Leaver

